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B O O K S  A N D  PA P E R S

A Growing Force: Civil Society’s Role in Asian Regional Security

Edited by Rizal Sukma and James Gannon

East Asia is undergoing a remarkable transformation, but at the same time 
it faces an increasing number of potentially destabilizing security chal-
lenges. While there has been growing attention to the need for govern-
mental cooperation to make the region more secure, much less attention 

-
ernmental organizations (NGOs) in the region have, in fact, quietly been 
playing a greater role in responding to security threats. In this volume, 
authors from the region explore how NGOs are becoming a growing force 

change—to shed light on how they are helping to make East Asia more 
secure and on the potential for civil society to serve as a catalyst for deeper 
regional cooperation.

(English: JCIE #$%&)

New Challenges, New Approaches: Regional Security Coopera-
tion in East Asia

Edited by Tadashi Yamamoto and Koji Watanabe

Since the end of the Cold War, new nontraditional security threats have 
risen in prominence. Challenges related to issues such as nuclear develop-
ment, terrorism, peace building, and piracy increasingly require regional 
cooperation due to their cross-border nature. While the countries in East 
Asia are embarking on the process of institutionalizing patterns of regional 
cooperation, more attention needs to be paid to creating institutions that 
are able to address these nontraditional security issues. In this volume, the 
authors explore new challenges related to nontraditional security threats, 
analyze the capacity of existing regional mechanisms to deal with them, 
and o(er recommendations on the necessary steps to create a more secure 
region in today’s world. 

(English: JCIE #$%%)
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A Paci%c Nation: Perspectives on the US Role in an East Asia 
Community

Edited by Mark Borthwick and Tadashi Yamamoto

Historic shi.s within East Asia have driven e(orts to build up regional 
institutions. Despite its longstanding ties to the region, the United States 
has been largely absent from these e(orts until recently, when American 
o-cials declared that the United States is “back in Asia” and began a 2urry 
of activities to strengthen US involvement in the region’s emerging institu-
tions. Many questions remain, however, about the role the United States 
will ultimately play in the evolving regional architecture and how the re-
gion will react to this. In this volume, experts from Asia and the United 
States explore the latest changes in US involvement in regional a(airs and 
analyze the region’s divergent perspectives on the role that the United 
States should play in a new East Asia community.

(English: JCIE #$%%)

An Enhanced Agenda for US-Japan Partnership—Working 
Paper Series
A JCIE team of up-and-coming policy experts studied relatively unexplored 
areas—outside of the traditional realms of hard security and trade—where 
greater US-Japan cooperation and coordination can help revitalize bilat- 
eral partnership and complement ongoing e(orts to strengthen the alli-

team.
“An Enhanced Regional Architecture for East Asia: Managing Globalization, 

Power Transition, and Domestic Fragility,” Satoru Mori, Professor, Hosei 
University

“US-Japan Cooperation on the Reform of International Organizations,” Philip 
Lipscy, Assistant Professor of Political Science, Stanford University

“A New Framework for US-Japan Development Cooperation,” James Gannon, 
Executive Director, JCIE/USA

“Freedom of Navigation and the US-Japan Alliance: Addressing the &reat of 
Legal Warfare,” Tetsuo Kotani, Special Research Fellow, Okazaki Institute

“Revitalizing US-Japan Collaboration on Global Health,” Eriko Sase, Lecturer, 
Graduate School of Medicine, University of Tokyo; Susan Hubbard, Senior 
Associate, JCIE/USA

“&e Rise of China and the Changing Regional Security Architecture,” Ryo 
Sahashi, Associate Professor, Kanagawa University
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Lancet Japan Series

JCIE partnered with the renowned British medical journal, the  Lancet, to 
publish a special series on Japan, which was released in September ',$$. 

learned from Japan’s health system, which achieved universal health in-
surance coverage relatively quickly a.er the devastation of World War II 
and today enjoys some of the world’s best health indicators. In addition to 
garnering considerable attention internationally, a Japanese translation of 
the series sold over !,,,, copies.

Articles
What Has Made the Population of Japan Healthy? Nayu Ikeda et al.
Japanese Universal Health Coverage: Evolution, Achievements, and 

Challenges, Naoki Ikegami et al.
Cost Containment and Quality of Care in Japan: Is &ere a Trade-O(? Hideki 

Hashimoto et al.
Population Ageing and Wellbeing: Lessons from Japan’s Long-Term Care 

Insurance Policy, Nanako Tamiya et al.
Re-invigorating Japan’s Commitment to Global Health: Challenges and 

Opportunities, Rayden Llano et al.
Future of Japan’s System of Good Health at Low Cost with Equity: Beyond 

Universal Coverage, Kenji Shibuya et al.
Michael Reich et al.

Why is Japanese Life Expectancy so High? Christopher J. L. Murray
&e Value of the National Health and Nutrition Survey in Japan, Satoshi 

Sasaki
Human Security and Universal Health Insurance, Sudhir Anand
Suicide in Japan, Yutaka Motohashi
Education for Health Professionals in Japan—Time to Change, Nobutaro Ban, 

Michael D. Fetters
Science and Consensus for Health Policy Making in Japan, Rintaro Mori et al.
Development of a Disaster Cardiovascular Prevention Network, Kazuomi 

Kario et al.
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PERIODICALS

East Asia Insights: Toward Community Building in East Asia
JCIE publishes policy briefs reporting on and analyzing the long-term 
community-building process in East Asia. &e primary contributor is 
JCIE’s Senior Fellow Hitoshi Tanaka. &e series is is edited and distributed 
by JCIE/USA, and current and past issues are available on JCIE’s website. 
&e following issues were published in 34',$$ and 34',$':

(August ',$$)

(December ',$$)

(June ',$') 

(August ',$')

Partnership” (October ',$')

(March ',$!)

Civil Society Monitor
Civil Society Monitor serves as one of the few sources of English-language 

on current events and noteworthy activities and organizations in Japan’s 
emerging civil society. 

(March ',$')

Relief Funds for Japan” (September ',$')

[$+-month update] (September ',$')

['-year update] (March ',$!) 
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of US-Japan private exchange]—President Tadashi 
Asteion (vol. *%, April ',$$)

Dialogue”—article by JCIE/USA Executive Director 
James Gannon in Asia Paci$c Bulletin (June ',$$)

(May ',$$)—JCIE’s James Gannon outlines ad-
vice for US funders in approaching the disaster in 

no Beikoku shimai toshi ni yoru kifu katsudo” [Ties 
that transcend borders—charitable e(orts by US 
sister cities to aid Otsuchi in Iwate Prefecture]—
Toshihiro Menju’s article in Nihon NPO Gakkai 
(vol. %+, June ',$$)

and Resilience” (November ',$$)—Japan Medical 
Association Journal article co-authored by 
Masamine Jimba with JCIE’s Tomoko Suzuki, 
Susan Hubbard, et al.

Tanaka in Denki Shimbun (December $!, ',$$)

population decline]—a $'-part series in the Nikkan 
Kogyo Shimbun by Toshihiro Menju that ran from 
December ',$$ through March ',$'

the !/$$ Disaster” (January ',$')—Chapter by JCIE’s 

Foundation’s Japan Moves Forward

blog (March '*, ',$') 

Earthquake” (March ',$')—PhilanTopic spoke 
with JCIE’s James Gannon about the progress of 
rebuilding e(orts in the quake- and tsunami-a(ected 
Tohoku region of the country

to wa=Ajia senryaku to koryu no juyosei” [&e 
special e(ort needed in US-Japan relations = Asia 
strategy and the importance of exchange]—an article 
by Senior Fellow Ryo Sahashi in Janet (April ',$')

chiteki kokusai koryu ni shien wo” [Supporting the 
international intellectual exchange that Tadashi 

that ran in the Mainichi Shimbun following the 

Economic Revival”—article by Toshihiro Menju in 
Asia Paci$c Bulletin (no. $"#, June ',$')

Gaiko (vol. $%, July ',$')
Bangkok Post article by 

Toshihiro Menju (July ',$') 

no jinji” [International strategies of local govern-
ments—long-term personnel strategies for deepen-
ing exchange]—article in the Gunma Prefecture 
edition of the Yomiuri Shimbun by Toshihiro Menju 
(September ',$')

-
gaiteki keiko wo dasse” [International society with-
out a cohesive force—Japan must reject the trend 
toward xenophobia]—article by Hitoshi Tanaka in 
Mainichi Shimbun (November ',$')

background of Obama’s reelection and the future 
outlook]—article by Ryo Sahashi in Jiji Tsushin’s 
e-World (November ',$')

Global Health 
Governance article by Susan Hubbard (Fall ',$') 

Global 
Health Governance article by Tomoko Suzuki 
(Fall ',$') 

SELECT JCIE STAFF ARTICLES AND INTERVIEWS
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doyaku hatase—tenkanki no JICA ni yakuwari saiko 
motomeru” [&e need to rethink the role of JICA 
in a transitional period—playing a leading role in 

-
migrants]—article by Toshihiro Menju in Kokusai 
kaihatsu jaanaru (no. "*!, December ',$') 

chokiteki mitoshi” [Mid- to long-term outlook for 
global politics as seen in “Global Trends ',!,”]—ar-
ticle by Ryo Sahashi in Janet (December ',$')

Giving Japan '(&' 
by Satoko Itoh and Atsuko Geiger on giving from the 
United States (January ',$!) 

Menju in Kokusai Bunka Kenshu (no. *+, ',$!) 

Nikkei Shimbun article on expectations for the Abe 
administration’s economic policy by President Ken 
Shibusawa (February ',$!)

Sahashi’s article in Seisaku Keiei Kenkyu (a pub-

Consulting) on the failure of the DPJ’s diplomacy 
and leadership (no. $, ',$!)

Creating Order, Building Capacity and Sharing 
Burden”—paper by JCIE Senior Fellow Ryo Sahashi 
in Asie.Visions, published by the Institut français des 
relations internationals (February ',$!)

thoughts at the presidential inauguration]—article 
in Toa Nippo
Wakamiya (March ',$!)


